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The educational implications of brain research for us, the teachers, are: 
*a ___________________approach to learning proves most effective for young children. 
*active ____________________ and investigating the world in a hands-on approach is most 
effective for children. 
*provide lots of opportunities for _________________________. 
 
 

People Remember

*20% of what they hear
*30% of what they see
*50% of what they see and 
hear
*90% of what they do

 
 
Characteristics of Preschoolers         Needs of Preschoolers 
curious         limited attention span                   sense of accomplishment           
active           self-focused                                  love                freedom                                
creative        literal-minded                                trust               guidance 
sensitive       explores limits                              acceptance    independence 
                                                                          security 
 
 
Ways Preschoolers Learn                    Learning Approaches 
hand-on experiences                                     relational                 physical             
relationships       play                                     musical                   reflective 
imitation             curiosity                               logical                     visual                
senses               repetition                             natural                     verbal 
satisfaction 
                                      
 
 
 
 



What are the Bible-learning Centers 
*Homeliving/Dramatic Play                            *Blocks/Construction 
*Creative Art                                                  
*Puzzles/Manipulatives 
*God’s Natural World/Science                       *Books 
*Music/Movement 
 
 
 
Benefits of Offering Bible-Learning Centers/Activities 
*Teachers give preschoolers the opportunity to ____________                
from place to place while __________________ the same 
content and Bible truths.  
*It gives teachers opportunities to build a __________________ 
  with  each child and use Bible conversation, songs, and stories. 
*Teachers capitalize on the child’s need to _____________ and     
be  ________________. 
*The child’s physical, _______________, social/emotional and  
  ________________________   needs are being met. 
*It provides a way for the child to __________________ his own 
way and pace of learning. 
*The activities guide preschoolers to learn what the Bible means 
and how it _____________________ to their lives today. 
 
 
 
 
 
  Evaluate Your Activities 
*Does the child have choices? 
*Does the activity provide opportunities for developing 
______________? 
*Is the child allowed to move and play? 
*Does the activity relate to the ______________ of the session? 
*Does the activity distract from the learning? 
*Is the activity for the benefit of the ___________, parent, or 
teacher? 



 

          

Remember:
• Using centers/activities is shown to be the 

most effective way to teach preschoolers.
• Praying, planning and preparing for your 

class each week will result in a fruitful 
ministry.

• You are the teacher and the key to 
connecting preschoolers to God, Jesus, and 
the Bible.

 
 
 

          

Helpful Resources
• Kids Ministry 101:  Practical Answers About Kids 

Ministry ; Lifeway Christian Resources, 2009.
• Teaching Preschoolers:  First Steps Toward Faith; 

Sanders and Bradberry; Lifeway Christian 
Resources, 2008(reprint).

• The Way They Learn:  How to Discover and Teach 
to Your Child’s Strengths; Tyndale House, 1994.

• Learning Styles:  Reaching Everyone God Gave You 
to Teach; Marlene D. LeFever; Cook Publishing, 
1995.

 


